
Our goal at Canaray is to deliver results that are

useful, with a continuous emphasis on improving

turnaround times, friendly service and

competitive pricing. Give us a try and see how

we do!

We perform and interpret 3D diagnostic imaging at our

facility at the 165 Cross Avenue, Suite 200, Oakville.

Images produced by us receive an expedited workup

that is customized to your specifications.

We do not miss deadlines. If you need a case quickly, let

us know. Canaray Oakville can see patients on short

notice, and Canaray will have your reports ready when

you need it.

We have made a name for ourselves by pushing the

envelope for radiographic reporting, and will give you

the answers you want in a format that facilitates patient

education. See it. Show it. Do it.

We store and serve all your case data on secure servers

indefinitely, so that access to them is as convenient as

the nearest internet-enabled computer, phone or tablet.

For instant results, nothing beats email or online

delivery. See the results for every case immediately,

while waiting for the hard copy to arrive via mail.

Our scanner is suitable for high-resolution small scans

for applications like endodontics, as well as for general

dental imaging.

Instead of cutting corners on segmentations, we

segment out every tooth individually. All at very

competitive prices.

If you're used to measurements on cross-sectional

images, we'll do them the way you like them. We

measure everything, and we don't skimp on slices.

Let's face it: Looks matter. The scans you order from

Canaray Oakville will be formatted into an attractive

document for treatment planning presentations.

We're continually asking ourselves whether the results we're producing are as useful as they can be. The productsWe're continually asking ourselves whether the results we're producing are as useful as they can be. The products

that we're shipping today are the culmination of continuous feedback, criticism, and suggestions from clinicians.that we're shipping today are the culmination of continuous feedback, criticism, and suggestions from clinicians.

We're here to do what you want us to do, and our goal is never to be simply our best, but to be the best.We're here to do what you want us to do, and our goal is never to be simply our best, but to be the best.

That's the Canaray way of doing things

“

For more information call Canaray Oakville at 877 498 9729 or visit us online at http://canaray.com

Canaray Oakville is located at 165 Cross Avenue, Suite 200, Oakville, Ontario, L6J 0A9


